Abstract-In a time-triggered system activities like releasing of tasks, mode switches, sensor readings are all initiated at predetermined points in real-time. This paper proposes an extension of a time-triggered compositional framework and presents, based on the widely-applied methods, a condition for its schedulability. The pessimism of this condition is then discussed and the new challenges in the compositional analysis of time-triggered systems are raised.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of embedded software is a highly platform dependent process. The main difficulty lies in both formulating the functional specification of the system and correctly determining its temporal behavior. While the former is facilitated by high-level programming languages which abstract from many hardware aspects, getting the expected temporal characteristic of the system involves usually much more efforts due to the implementation of scheduling policies, synchronization and inter-processes communication protocols.
To answer the problem of managing efficiently these two crucial for the correctness of the system aspects, time-triggered languages were devised for embedded programming. These languages clearly separate the functional part of applications and their timing definition. Applications are specified through two descriptions: their timing definition, expressed in a timetriggered language, and the functional code of tasks, expressed in any programming language (C for example). At the final stage, a dedicated compiler generates, based on the both descriptions, a ready-to-run executable for a selected targetplatform. This allows control designers and developers to focus on the control systems aspects instead of the platform (hardware and operating system) without being interested in where, how and when tasks are actually scheduled: this may be on platforms with a single CPU or with many CPUs, on platforms with a preemptive priority scheduling or not.
The basic functional units of time-triggered languages are tasks that periodically execute some piece of code. Several concurrent tasks may be grouped into a mode. Tasks are invoked within the mode at declared frequencies and can be removed or added when switching from one mode to another. They communicate between them as well as with sensors and actuators by means of ports.
Time-triggered languages provide a programming abstraction which was firstly introduced within the Giotto programming language [12] . Giotto assigns to each task a Logical Execution Time LET [13] which defines the precise instants when the task exchanges data with the other tasks and the environment. Task is invoked and reads its input ports at the start of its LET interval, then performs a computation whose results are made available on its output ports exactly at the end of the LET. Figure 1 shows the difference between the logical and physical execution of a task: the observable temporal behavior of a task is independent from the platform related factors such as processing speed, scheduling policy and communication protocols. Timing Definition Language (TDL) [9] , [10] , [23] , a successor of Giotto, extends these concepts by allowing a decomposition of large real-time systems into concurrently executing modules (components). Each TDL module runs in one mode at a time and can switch the modes independently of other modules.
A. Problem Statement
While enabling timing and value predictability of programs, Giotto and TDL can be further extended towards a more flexible and more realistic application modeling. In both frameworks, the length of task LET and its period are equal. Introducing a task model with an initial offset and the LET of a task terminating before the end of its period is what we call the new framework Extended Timing Definition Language (E-TDL) which is presented in Section II.
With E-TDL it is necessary to guarantee safe execution during multimodal operation inside every module. In section I-C are cited some methods [24] , [11] that can be adapted to our case in order to provide a schedulability condition. They address mainly event-triggered systems where the execution of some activity is a consequence of the occurrence of an event whose arrival cannot be predefined beforehand. Hence, it can be supposed that in all modules the events which produce the biggest demand may arrive at the same time.
Time-triggered systems observe the state of the controlled object only at specified time instants and initiate appropriate activities only at these instants. In that case, time instants of tasks activations are precisely defined and it is known whether tasks from distinct modules can be launched simultaneously or not. Consequently, it may be avoided to consider that all modules launch their most computationally demanding tasks simultaneously if such schedule is not supposed to happen.
Compositional analysis of time-triggered systems should be able to exhibit the relations between the start of the intervals in different modules and compare only these that can actually start at the same time. Therefore, the analyses that are wellsuited for event-triggered systems can be overestimating in the time-triggered context.
B. Contribution
A short description of E-TDL is presented and a sufficient condition for the feasibility of an E-TDL system running on a single CPU under the EDF scheduling policy [14] is proposed. The condition is based on the event-triggered paradigm what results in some degree of pessimism. An example is used to point our future works in a direction that permits to reduce this pessimism by taking into account the time-triggered aspect of the system.
C. Related Work
Many different protocols and methodologies attempting to ensure the schedulability of a system across mode switches have been proposed in the literature. Protocols known as synchronous [25] , [4] , [20] do not release new tasks until all old mode tasks are completed. On the contrary, asynchronous protocols, both for Fixed Priority [26] , [18] , [20] and EDF [3] , [7] , define that during transition phase the last activations of old mode tasks and new mode tasks can be executed simultaneously. In TDL and E-TDL, systems can be composed of many modules and each module can undergo mode transitions that are defined only in its local scope. For systems designed in a compositional manner, an approach based on the real-time calculus (RTC) [24] is developed in the work of Stoimenov et al. [22] . Fisher [11] proposed a schedulability test for EDF where the allocation of the processing resources for each subsystem is represented by an explicit-deadline periodic resource model [8] and a sporadic task model [16] is chosen. Servers can also dynamically adapt their parameters of resource reservation. The feasibility under multi-moded resource reservation was studied by Santinelli et al. in [21] .
Concerning the schedulability analysis of time-triggered systems, some of the most significant contributions were made notably by Farcas [9] for TDL and Martinek for the Giotto in Ada [15] framework. The latter extends a Giotto's task model with the notion of deadline but, since Giotto is not a compositional framework, these results cannot be applied in this instance.
Also closely related to our work is RTComposer framework proposed by Alur and Weiss [2] . Scheduling requirement of each component is described by a finite state automaton [1] . Compositional analysis consists in verifying that the product of the automata of all the components, intersected with constraints imposed by the platform, is not empty. In our approach, we use processor demand criterion [5] , [6] , a technique that is well-suited and widely applied for EDF schedulability analysis.
II. EXTENDED TDL MODEL
An E-TDL periodic task τ i = (Φ i , C i , LET i , T i ) is characterized by an offset Φ i , a worst-case execution time C i , a Logical Execution Time LET i (that gives its relative deadline D i ) and a period T i .
The offset Φ i is restricted to be smaller than the period (0 ≤ Φ i < T i ) and LET i has to be large enough that task could be executed within it (
Moreover, the LET semantics does not allow the j−th instance (j ∈ N + ) of task τ i started in the time interval [(j − 1)T i , jT i ] to be finished after time jT i . Taking into account the above mentioned constraints, an E-TDL task τ i may be implemented by a periodic real-time task whose releases and deadlines are expressed as follows:
Ti LETi ≡ Di The LET semantics imposes that a task, in a negligible time, reads periodically its inputs exactly when it is released and delivers its outputs exactly at the end of its LET interval. An E-TDL system consists of multiple modules running on the same node. All modules of the system, referred hereafter as M odules, run concurrently sharing common processing resources. Each module M j ∈ M odules, from a scheduling point of view, is considered independent from the others.
At a time module M j executes one of its modes from the set M odes[M j ]. One of them is the initial start mode. A mode is invoked and performs appropriate actions when the environment is in some specific state that should by handled by this particular mode [17] . Each mode m k executes periodically, within its mode period π[m k ], a set of E-TDL tasks τ [m k ]. A mode period is restrained to be a common multiple of the periods of all tasks in the mode.
where H(m k ) is a hyperperiod of all tasks in the mode m k ,
The amount of time elapsed since the start of the last period of the mode m k is named mode time δ k and is set to 0 every time a mode period is started. As mode time δ k evolves in the
, appropriate actions, like releasing or terminating tasks, are triggered. When the condition change in the environment or inside the system is observed, the current operating mode stops its activities and a new mode is entered instantaneously with a mode time set to zero. These transitions are described in E-TDL by mode switches which define precisely at which exact mode
Every mode switch period T sw (m k , m k+1 ) is restricted to be a common multiple of all the task periods of the mode in which it was declared:
Such a choice of mode switch instants entails that a mode switch may occur only at time instants when no current mode task is running. The new mode is activated without any delay at zero mode time instant (δ k = 0). Mode switches are local within a module as a mode switch can occur in a particular module while tasks of all the other modules are running.
III. SCHEDULABILITY ANALYSIS FOR E-TDL FRAMEWORK
The above presented model imposes on each module of the system a set of possible execution patterns that can be observed during its temporal evolution. In what follows, the behavior of every module is characterized and the processing resources the module demands over time are quantified. This permits to provide a sufficient condition for the schedulability of the whole system under mode transitions.
A. Execution Trace of an E-TDL Module
In [9] Farcas proposed a mode-switch graph which allows to exhibit all the modes of a given module and the transitions it can undergo. Modes are represented by the vertices and transitions by the edges of the graph. An edge is traced from the vertex denoting a source mode to the vertex denoting a destination mode if a mode switch between these two modes is defined. The mode switch period labels the edge.
Definition 1 (Mode-Switch Graph). For a module M j ∈ M odules its mode-switch graph is defined by the set M odes[M j ] and the set of transitions
. . .
. . . Over the course of its execution, a module can remain in the current mode or switch to one of its successive modes. The behavior of a module can be described by a walk that travels through its mode-switch graph, visiting modes for any time that is multiple of one of its mode switch periods and jumping to another modes at the time instants of the mode switch evaluation.
Definition 2 (Walk in a Mode-Switch Graph).
A walk w = ((m 1 , µ 1 ) , . . . , (m n , µ n )) of an E-TDL mode-switch graph is a sequence of n pairs where m 1 , . . . , m n are the subsequent modes in the mode-switch graph and µ k is defined as the number of:
• (for k < n: µ k ∈ N + ) times the condition of mode switch to m k+1 has been checked in m k before entering m k+1 ,
The first mode in the walk w is designated as head(w) and the last mode as tail(w). The length of a walk w = ((m 1 , µ 1 ) , . . . , (m n , µ n )) can be expressed as:
To simplify notation, for k = n, as there is no next mode in the walk w, we use term
The notion of walk permits to describe the execution traces that lie between mode switch instant δ ms when the module is in head(w) and mode instant 0 when the module is in tail(w). Every trace of a module execution can be seen as a walk w preceded and followed by two intervals. Both of them cover an execution pattern that can be observed within a mode single run (between its mode time 0 and its period end). The interval that precedes w starts at time t s and finishes at the time when the module enters mode head(w). The interval that is observed from the end of w, starts when module is in mode tail(w) at proposed interval [t s , t f ] decomposition. 
is the mode time related to t f , and the following conditions are fulfilled:
m f ∈ next modes(tail(w), π[tail(w)]) and tail(w) is executed at least one time at the end of w
Fig. 4: Example of a module's execution trace
Short intervals, within which no more than one mode's period is executed, can be represented, in accordance with the above definition, as σ Mj = (m s , δ s , δ s , ∅, ∅, 0).
B. Workload Characterization of an E-TDL Module
To determine the schedulability of an E-TDL system, the workload generated by each module should be precisely quantified. An E-TDL execution trace is the combination of two types of intervals. Before and after its walk no more than one mode period is executed. The walk itself constitutes a sequence of intervals that span over some number of mode switch evaluation periods. Based on the concept of demand function [5] , the next two definitions evaluate the workloads in such intervals.
Definition 4 (Demand Function for a Walk). For a given walk w its demand function df (w) can be calculated as:
where U (m k ) is the processor utilization factor of mode m k :
Definition 5 (Demand Function within a Mode). Let δ k and δ k be the mode times of the mode m k such that
within a mode m k is the cumulative execution time required by all the task instances in m k having its releases and deadlines between δ k and δ k .
The foregoing definitions can be applied to express the workload generated by an E-TDL module execution trace σ Mj (see Definition 3) that has been observed in a time interval [t s , t f ].
Definition 6 (Demand Function).
If an E-TDL execution trace σ Mj = (m s , δ s , δ s , w, m f , δ f ) is observed in the time interval [t s , t f ] in module M j ∈ M odules, the total cumulative demand df Mj (t s , t f ), required by M j over this interval is given as:
Depending on stimuli from environment, different execution traces can be observed in the time interval [t s , t f ]. Let Σ Mj (t s , t f ) be the set of all execution traces that can potentially appear between the time instants t s and t f . If M axdf Mj (t s , t f ) designates the largest value of demand functions df Mj (t s , t f ) for execution traces within the set Σ Mj (t s , t f ), then the highest demand for processing time of module M j over any time interval is given by the following definition.
Definition 7 (Demand Bound Function). The demand bound function dbf Mj (∆) denotes the maximal cumulative requirement of computation for module M j ∈ M odules during any time interval [t s , t s + ∆] that can be generated by some E-TDL execution trace σ Mj ∈ Σ Mj (t s , t s + ∆) where ∆ is a non-negative integer.
C. Schedulability of an E-TDL System
Under EDF, the schedulability analysis of an asynchronous task set where deadlines are less than periods is performed using the processor demand criterion [5] , [6] . The schedulability of a task set can be proved if the cumulative demand of the computation made by its tasks in any interval is never larger than the length of this interval. The following theorem adapts this reasoning to the E-TDL framework. It verifies if, for any time interval, the total amount of processing time requested by individual modules to complete their execution traces does not exceed the interval's length.
Theorem 1 (Schedulability of an E-TDL System). Let be an E-TDL system defined by a set of modules M odules such that:
If for every time interval ∆ > 0 :
then the E-TDL system is schedulable under EDF on one processor.
The above theorem gives only a sufficient condition for schedulability of an E-TDL system. It can be seen from the above figure that the system is schedulable. However, for the interval ∆ = 2π the condition of Theorem 1 ( Equation 14) is not satisfied. The demand bound functions over an interval of this length for the individual modules are:
• dbf M1 (∆) = ε + π for σ M1 = (m 1 , ε, π, (m 1 , 1), m 1 , ε)
• dbf M2 (∆) = 2(π − ε) for σ M2 = (m 2 , 0, 2π, ∅, ∅, 0) The cumulative demand is dbf M1 (∆)+dbf M2 (∆) = 3π −ε > 2π as 0 < ε < π. The summed up demands are associated with intervals that will never completely overlap due to the timing control of tasks in the time-triggered paradigm. Since these demands will never be simultaneous, adding them overestimates the cumulative demand.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we proposed an extension to TDL for which we applied a scheduling analysis based on the processor demand criterion. In the future, we would like to reduce the pessimism of the solution from Theorem 1 by taking into account the time-triggered character of the system. The mode-switch graph should be examined more carefully to find out what are the allowable instants of mode starts and then, similarly to the feasibility test for asynchronous task sets proposed by Pellizzoni [19] , construct the global schedules that are made up of execution traces occurring at the same time in the distinct modules. Furthermore, a maximal length of the interval on which the schedulability condition is checked should be estimated.
